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Abstract: We study different SQL operators which are to be used in crowdsourcing system. Crowdsourcing is system which solves hard problems by combining the computer power and human logic. In crowdsourcing system, requester inputs SQL query and system processes the query, creates the execution plan and executes this plan on crowdsourcing platform. We require some SQL operators such as Select, Join, Fill, Max and Sort for the query optimization process in the crowdsourcing system. In the present paper, we studied the cited basic operations of crowdsourcing system.
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1. Introduction

Now a days, Crowdsourcing system is a successful software tool to getting accurate result. Crowdsourcing system uses human logic to solve hard problems which computer cannot solve correctly such as image tagging. Crowdsourcing system is an online process in which human gets work or posts work from the group of people e.g. Wikipedia [14]. Crowdsourcing system including Deco [7], CrowdDB [6], Qurk [10], and CrowdOP [9], provide an SQL query language as a declarative application to the crowd. The major objective of SQL is to eliminate the difficulties and a complexity related with crowd and gives crowdsourcing system an application that is familiar to database users.

The working of crowdsourcing system is shown in fig.1. Crowdsourcing system consists of two types users: requesters and workers. In crowdsourcing system, requester inputs query. Crowdsourcing system parses the query and with the help of query optimization process, it creates the evaluation plans. On the basis of the evaluation plan, crowdsourcing system creates human intelligence tasks (HITs) and posts on crowdsourcing platform. Human worker works on HITs and submits answer for HITs. Then an appropriate answer is returned to requester.

Deco [7] is declarative crowdsourcing system. It executes the SQL queries which are given over data collected from crowd and existing database. The present system solves the many problems which computer does not solve easily. In Deco, user submits requirements and system adopts the responsibility to output crowd source data dynamically to the user. Deco is adjustable model. It works on only missing values or records in database. Deco uses only fill operator for query optimization purpose.

CrowdDB [6] is another declarative crowdsourcing system. It takes the human answer through the group of people to execute the queries which are not solve by database engine. This system focuses on the following features. 1) With the help of SQL, CrowdDB creates the declarative interface. It sustains SQL syntax so that developers are introduced with familiar computational model. 2) In CrowdDB, programmer writes SQL queries without having to focus on which operation takes place in the database and which operation takes place by the crowd. If SQL queries run on CrowdDB, we get correct answers instead of running SQL queries on traditional DBMS. 3) User interface design is considered as major factor in the process of generating human tasks to be solved by people. 4) Due to the declarative interface and SQL operator based approach, CrowdDB gives the accurate cost based optimization to obtain the best query result. CrowdDB uses three operators: Crowdprobe, Crowdjoin and Crowdsompare. Crowdprobe works on missing information of database. Crowdjoin implements an indexed nested loop join over two relations. Crowdcompare implements crowdequal and crowdorder functions.

CDAS [11] is developed to support the creation of various crowdsourcing systems. CDAS uses two models 1) predication model 2) verification model. Qurk [10] is also declarative crowdsourcing system. It uses sort and join operators in query optimization processes. CrowdOp [9] is another declarative crowdsourcing system. This crowdsourcing system uses Cselect, Cjoin, Cfill queries for...
optimalization purpose. CrowdFind [12] system uses the select operator for query optimization process. This operator is used for filter purpose.

2. Literature Survey

A. G. Parameswaran, H. Garcia-Molina, H. Park, N. Polyzotis, A. Ramesh, and J. Widom[2] proposed one database operation selection. This operator selects the tuples from database based on some condition. They proposed optimal and heuristics algorithm efficiently to find filtering strategies that result in significant cost. This algorithm is used in various crowdsourcing systems for query process. They focused on the single selection problem. Also P. Venetis, H. Garcia-Molina, K. Huang, and N. Polyzotis [4] introduced MAX method which finds maximum item from dataset. They proposed parameterized MAX algorithm. It considers input as a set of items and output as an item from the set. This framework supports various human errors, cost models and also tradeoff between quality cost and execution time. They described method which finds best or maximum items in a set. This method evaluates simple and used parameters like execution time, cost and quality of result.

Sorting and joining operations are proposed by A. Marcus, E. Wu, D. R. Karger, S. Madden, and R. C. Miller [5]. Sorting is used to sort the items in some given order. For this purpose, the author proposes three approaches: comparison based, rating based and hybrid of this two approaches. Join operation is used to compare items from two tables and produces result. For this purpose, author describes three types of interface: simple, naive matching and smart matching. These matching interface decrements the total count of HITs to solve the join by an order of magnitude. A. Marcus, D. R. Karger, S. Madden, R. Miller, and S. Oh [3] described count operator. Count is used to calculating the number of items in the dataset that satisfies specific condition. For this purpose, they used two methods one is count based and second is label based. Label based approach is samples tuple and ask to crowd to label the category assigned to each tuple until user get a desired output. The count based approach displays a collection of items to a worker and counts how many of items fall into a particular category.

3. SQL Operators and Syntax of Crowdsourcing System

The following SQL operators are used in crowdsourcing system. All example of query executes using auto import dataset [1].

1. Select Operator: This operator finds the specific tuples from dataset by satisfying certain condition. Usually, input of select operator consists of set of tuples „T” and collection of selection condition „S” and output is „t” which is subset of „T” such that all tuples in „t” satisfies the condition in „S”. An example query for finding car having make is jaguar. It can be expressed in query Q1.

Q1: select * from auto where make=“jaguar”

2. Fill Operator: This operator is used to find out unknown field to computer but can be identified by human. Fill operator can fill the missing values in dataset. Specifically, input to the Fill operator is group of pairs of tuple set and attributes, \{<t1,a1>,<t2,a2>,……..<tn,an>\} and output is tuples sets \{t1,t2,……..tn\} such that any tuples t€T has its attributes t’<a’> in.

E.g. In auto dataset price attribute have missing value. It is expressed by „?”. By using Fill operator user can fill by value.

3. Count Operator: Count operator is used to calculate the number of items in the given attributes from given dataset. Usually, input to the operator is tuples, ”t” and output will give actual count of attributes which is present in the tuples „t”. An example query for finding total car having make is jaguar. It can be expressed in query Q2.

Q2: Select Count (*) from auto where make=“jaguar”

4. Max Operator: This operator is used to extracts the maximum items from a dataset in crowdsourcing environment. Specifically, input to this operator is set of tuples „T” of attributes „a” and output is a tuple „t” which is maximum tuple from specific attribute but „t” is not belongs to tuples „T”. An example for query finding more expensive car. It can be expressed in query Q3.

Q3: Select Max (price) from auto;

5. Sort Operator: This operator is used to order the dataset item in some specific order. Formally, input to this operator is set of tuples \{t1,t2,……..tn\} of attribute „a” and output is set of tuples \{t1,t2,……..tn\} in ascending or descending order. Here, we use order by clause. An example for query sorting car price in the ascending order of price. It can be expressed in query Q4.

Q4: Select price from auto order by price asc;

6. Join Operator: Join operator is used to combine the objects from two relations according to certain conditions. Usually, input of a join operator consists of two tuples sets „T1” and „T2” and collections „S” of join conditions. The output is set \{<t1, t2>\} which subset of T1×T2. An example query finding car image whose color is red and quality is high. It can be presented in query Q6.

Q6: Select R1.*, R2.image From R1 auto, R2 image Where R2.color="red" AND R2.quality="high" AND R1.make=R2.make AND R1.model=R2.model.

4. Application and Example of Crowdsourcing System

An example of crowdsourcing system is Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [8]. A large number of experiments were conducted in Amazon’s site. Crowdsourcing system has some following application.

1) Voting System [13]: In this type of crowdsourcing system, a user is required to select an answer from number of choices. The answer that the most of users select is considered to be correct. Voting is used as device to obtain the correctness of answer from the crowd.
2) Information Sharing System [13]: Website is used to share information between internet users. Some crowdsourcing systems aim at sharing various types of information among the crowd. A famous information sharing systems were launched on the Internet as shown in the following:
- Wikipedia [14] is online information system in which internet users writes work or gets work from the group of peoples.
- Yahoo! Answers [15] is identified as a general question-answering website which gives the human abstracted data to the user.

3) Creative System [13]: In creativity mode, the contribution of human work cannot be replaced by an advanced technology. The creative task of human cannot be done by computer or any advanced technology, such as coding and drawing. As a result, some researchers do creative task for crowdsourcing workers to reduce the production costs. An example is Sheep Market [16]. It is website in which lots of workers can creates the database of drawing.

5. Conclusion and Future Enhancement

We have surveyed various crowdsourcing operators such as Select, Join, Fill, Sort and Max. These operators are very essential in crowdsourcing system for query optimization process. The Crowdsourcing system is efficient way to process the query that cannot processed by computer. In addition, we have surveyed various declarative crowdsourcing systems. This survey provides better understanding about SQL operators of various crowdsourcing systems.

Future Enhancement: For the enhancement of these existing system, with the use of SQL operators we can design system which will be able to receive query from user, parse and optimize the query, generates execution plan with low latency. With respect to above result, it generates task on crowdsourcing platform and collects the answer for this task from workers and give it to user for his further processing.
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